High-speed railways have been developing quickly in recent years and have become a main travel mode between cities in many countries, especially China. Studying passengers' travel choices on high-speed railway networks can aid the design of efficient operations and schedule plans. The Tong and Richardson algorithm that is used in this model offers a promising method for finding the optimal path in a schedule-based transit network. However, three aspects of this algorithm limit its application to high-speed railway networks. First, these networks have more complicated common line problems than other transit networks. Without a proper treatment, the optimal paths cannot be found. Second, nonadditive fares are important factors in considering travel choices. Incorporating these factors increases the searching time; improvement in this area is desirable. Third, as high-speed railways have low-frequency running patterns, their passengers may prefer to wait at home or at the office instead of at the station. Thus, consideration of a waiting penalty is needed. This paper suggests three extensions to improve the treatments of these three aspects, and three examples are presented to illustrate the applications of these extensions. The improved algorithm can also be used for other transit systems.
Introduction
Traffic assignment in a transit network is unlike that in a road network, because transit vehicles run on fixed routes and predetermined timetables. Vehicles on roads have more freedom in route selection, and they do not need to depart at specific times [1] . There are two approaches to consider the time dimension and the fixed routes in a transit network, that is, the frequency-based model and the schedule-based model. The frequency-based model [2] [3] [4] simplifies the transit network by regarding each line as having many runs and the headway of runs as having a mean. The schedule-based model [1] is based on the real timetable. Thus, in evaluating the characteristics of these two approaches, it seems that the scheduled-based model is more promising for dynamic transit networks. Generally, there are three methodologies for path generation in a schedule-based network. [1] suggested an optimal path algorithm which combined Dijkstra's algorithm [5] with the branch and bound method. Later, Tong and Wong [6] extended this algorithm by considering nonadditive fares. Khani et al. [7] improved the searching speed of this algorithm by setting a lower bound to reduce the size of searches.
Branch and Bound Method. Tong and Richardson
Other researchers have introduced several important variables to limit path searching. These variables include the latest departure time [8] , the preset time window between the planned departure time and the arrival time [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the maximum number of transfers [8, 9, 11, 13] , the maximum waiting time for transfers [9, 11] , and the walking distance [13] . Applying these variables (or bounds) can improve the branch and bound method, but the effectiveness of the bounds depends on their preset values. Compared with Tong and Richardson's algorithm, these bounds are not tight enough to effectively reduce the searching size.
Step 1. The time-dependent quickest path algorithm is developed from Dijkstra's algorithm [5] , and it uses travel time between nodes as the path cost (as based on the timetable) to search for the time-dependent quickest paths from the origin to all other nodes, if departing at DE . The variable DE is the actual clock time for departure at the origin , unit: mins.
After the quickest path search, the earliest arrival time at node , namely, EA , can be found.
Step 2. Based on the quickest path from the origin to the destination , the total weighted cost can be calculated. The weighted cost function for path from node to node is
where is the journey time (including waiting time, walking time, and transit time) for path from node to , unit: mins.
( ) is the weighted function for journey time in using path , unit: mins:
where
where WK is the walking time for path , unit: mins; W is the waiting time at stations for path , unit: mins; IV is the in-vehicle time for path , unit: mins; WK is the penalty for walking time;
W is the penalty for waiting time; IV is the penalty for in-vehicle time;
T is the penalty for transfer, unit:
mins; is the number of transfers for path from node to .
Step 3. Set the upper boundary of the latest arrival time at the destination :
Step 4. Reverse the timetable, and set the reversed upper boundary as the departure time for searching the timedependent quickest paths from the destination to all other nodes, so that we have the earliest arrival time at node from the destination in the reversed network EAR . Then, reverse EAR to get the latest departure time to the destination at node , LD .
Step 5. Compare EA and LD to check the accessibility of node , :
Exclude inaccessible nodes, so that inaccessible nodes are not included in the optimal path search (i.e., in Step 6).
Step 6. The optimal path search finds all of the possible paths by searching all accessible nodes. The weighted time function is calculated for node along path . If > , the search for path ends.
Step 7. The smallest * is found, and the path * is identified as the optimal path from the origin to destination . [9] ) along the optimal path search. However, the fare system for the railway is usually nonadditive, so the additivefare function [9] cannot be used. A later improvement by Tong and Wong [6] allowed for the consideration of the nonadditive fare. However, introducing the fare into the weighted cost function enlarged the bounding (i.e., the searching size), so Tong and Wong used the cheapest fare to tighten the bound. Nevertheless, due to the gap between the fare for the quickest path and the cheapest fare, the searching size can still be large. Therefore, treatments are needed to accelerate the searching process. This paper suggests an effective way to include nonadditive fares.
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Common Lines Problem.
A line has a sequence of stations and can be separated into ( − 1) sections. Each line section consists of two successive stations with an arc connecting these two nodes. According to Tong and Richardson's algorithm, arcs with the same starting stations, end stations, and running times can be aggregated into a link with a unique transit time. The arcs of a link are listed in the time sequence. During the path search, for each link only the first arc having a departure time later than the train's arrival time at node is used. However, this found path may not be the optimal path. An example of this problem is shown in Figure 1 .
In the problem illustrated in Figure 1 , the passenger arrives at A at 8:55 and wants to go to C. There are two train lines:
Line 1: it starts from A at 9:00 and ends at B at 10:00.
Line 2: it starts from A at 9:10, stops at B at 10:10, and finally ends at C at 11:00. These two paths have the same arrival time, but Path 2 has no transfer. Thus, Path 2 may be more attractive to passengers. However, Path 2 is not found when using Tong and Richardson's algorithm, because only one link is built between A and B, and the first arc that meets the time requirement belongs to Line 1. As this kind of line structure is common in railway systems, Tong and Richardson's algorithm needs to be modified if it is to be useful for these systems.
Waiting Time at
Home. Tong and Wong [6] proved that all of the coefficients in the weighted cost function should be at least 1. If one of the coefficients is smaller than 1, the optimal path may not be found. However, the real situation is more complex. Passengers want to begin their trip at DE : 
where is the fare for path from node to , unit: yuan, and ( ) is the weighted function of fare converted to time, unit: mins. Also,
where is the value of time, unit: yuan/min. In addition, WK , W , IV , and T should not be less than 1 [6] .
Second, a new step is needed before setting the upper boundary (i.e., Step 3).
A time-dependent cheapest path algorithm is developed from Dijkstra's algorithm [5] , which uses fares between nodes as the path cost (based on the fare table) to search for the faredependent cheapest path from the origin to the destination . Thus, the smallest fare S can be found. Third, the search boundary is tightened, as follows: 
Hence, for the optimal path from the origin to the destination , we have
Adding the transfer penalty for the optimal path * T , the weighted fare function for the optimal path ( ), and DE to both the sides of the inequality, we have
assuming that
Therefore, the above-given inequality can be changed to
For the definitions of the transfer penalty and the timedependent cheapest path algorithm, we have * T ≥ 0,
Hence, the above inequality can be changed to
This inequality shows that if the assumption is correct, the quickest path's total weighted cost is smaller than that of the optimal path. This result violates the definition of the optimal path, which should have the smallest total weighted cost. Hence, the optimal path's arrival time A− is earlier than 2 . Fourth, the optimal path search should be modified as well. There are two possible ways to add nonadditive fares.
One way is to add the fare to the weighted cost after the path search. When finding all of the possible paths, is calculated. If > , the path search ends. After the path search, trace back the path and calculate ( ). Add ( ) to to get , and then compare all to find the smallest value. The path that has the smallest value is the optimal path. The searching time for this process mainly depends on the difference between the fare of the quickest path and the cheapest fare. If this difference tends to be zero, then the boundary for searching is tight. Otherwise, the searching time may be very long.
The other way to add in the fare factor is to calculate the temporary cost ( T− ) along the path search. When boarding a new line at node , the cheapest ticket for this line from node , * is obtained from the fare table. Using this new line to arrive at node , the temporary cost is
, staying onboard,
During the path search, T− is compared with the total weighted cost of the present best path, . This is the condition for the fare:
If the condition for the fare is not satisfied, the path search ends. Once path reaches the destination, has been calculated. If < , then path is presently the best path, and the value of the upper boundary is replaced by
Proposition 2. If the condition of the fare is not satisfied, then path from the origin to node cannot be the optimal path.
Proof. We know that
That is, if the condition of fare is not satisfied, that is,
Thus, path cannot be the optimal path.
In this paper, the second approach is used to find the optimal path, as the second path provides a tighter bound for searching. Two links between A and B are built and searched. Paths 1 and 2 are identified and compared so the optimal path can be found. This example illustrates that, after using this new concept to build links, the optimal path can be found by selecting only the first train arc, which has a departure time later than the arrival time. The proof is presented in Proposition A.1 in Appendix.
Second Extension
This approach increases the searching size by adding more links, due to the stricter definition of common lines. Thus, a time window for searching train arcs is created to decrease the searching size. The lower boundary of the time window at node is the arrival time at node via the present path , that is, A− . Passengers using the present path cannot take the train which departs at node before A− . The upper boundary of the time window at node is the latest departure time to the destination at node , LD , calculated in the reversed path search. A similar concept has been suggested by Khani et al. [7] , who used the quickest time from node to the destination (i.e., the sum of the transit time and walking time) to restrict the search. In fact, this restriction can be made even tighter by using the latest departure time and considering the waiting time, transit time, and walking time. A proof is given in Proposition A.2 in Appendix to show that using LD for the optimal path search is sufficient.
Third Extension: Departure Time Choice.
As has been proven by Tong and Wong [6] , the weighted coefficients for time must be at least 1, to ensure that the optimal path's ending time is lower than the upper boundary. However, when passengers stay at home or in their offices rather than at the station, they value that time as a relative benefit. Thus, it is reasonable to allow the waiting penalty at home or office ( WH ) to be smaller than 1. First, a new concept, departure interval, is introduced to solve this problem. Usually, people tend to depart to the origin station at intervals such as 8:00 maximum waiting time at the origin station is T , and the actual waiting time for each path is within the tolerance of the passengers. The waiting time at home is not considered during the path search of each time subsection, but this waiting time is considered after the path search so that the optimal path for each departure time section can be found. After searching all of the departure time sections, the optimal path for the time window [ ED , LA ] can be found. Another concept, that of the zone, can be introduced into the algorithm to simulate the condition in which passengers are traveling to or from the station. Zone links are built to connect zones and stations with a timetable for departures. Each zone link has a unique journey time J between zone and station , and different journey times are used to simulate the congestion effects during the peak and off-peak periods. The penalty for a journey between zones and stations is ZS ( ZS ≥ 1). Thus, a new process to find the optimal path is suggested and shown below.
Step 0. The line sections outside the time window [
LA ] do not need to be included in the searching network, and therefore a subnetwork can be created to increase the searching speed, where ED ℎ is the earliest departure time at home zone ℎ, unit: mins, and LA is the latest arrival time at the end zone , unit: mins.
Step 1. The passenger departs from home zone ℎ at DE ℎ , and
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Step 6. Calculate the new total weighted cost ℎ and the upper boundary ℎ , with the departure time for the subsection.
If the present best path's weighted path cost ℎ (which is initially infinite) is larger than ℎ , then
If not,
Step 7. Run the reversed quickest path search, using the boundary ℎ . Compare EA and LD to check the accessibility of node , , by using (5). Exclude inaccessible nodes, so that these nodes will not be included in the optimal path search.
Step 8. Find the optimal path among the accessible nodes in the time window [ DE ℎ , ℎ ], and apply the following set of rules:
(1) In the origin station, only trains departing at [
(2) Only use the first arc of link , in which the departure time is later than the arrival time A− at the starting node of link . (18)) is not satisfied, the search branch stops.
Step 9. Once the optimal path search ends, the waiting time at home should be added:
where −H ℎ is the total weighted cost of the newly found optimal path from home zone ℎ to end zone , considering the waiting time at home or the office and the nonadditive fare, unit: mins.
Step 10. If the newly found optimal path has a lower total weighted cost than −H ℎ , then record this path as the present best path and replace −H ℎ as the new value. Note that, at the start of this process, the total weighted cost −H ℎ equals the infinite.
Step 11. If = + 1 (and is a positive integer), update the departure time: LA ]. We have tested this new algorithm using the data provided by Tong and Richardson [1] . However, fare data is not provided, so we set the fare to zero. In addition, as there is no further information about waiting at home, the penalty of this is the same as that of waiting at the platform. The example network of Tong and Richardson is simple, so the abovementioned common line problem does not exist. Our result is consistent with theirs, demonstrating that the new extensions do not violate the ability of the initial algorithm. In the next chapter, three examples are presented to show the advantages of the new extensions.
Case Studies
Description of the Example Network.
To test the proposed algorithm, 16 important high-speed railway stations in southern China are selected to form an example network (shown in Figure 3 ). Except for Guangzhounan Station, which has three platforms, each of the other stations has two platforms (as shown in Figure 4 ). Each platform is considered as a node in the abstract network, and each station serves a zone. In addition, some basic assumptions regarding the passengers are set as follows:
The penalty for in-vehicle time is IV = 1.0.
The penalty for walking time is WK = 2.0.
The penalty for waiting time at the station is W = 1.8.
The penalty for transfers is T = 1.0.
The value of time is = 0.625 yuan/min (assuming that the average salary is 6000 yuan/month and the working time is 160 hours/month).
The departure interval, I , is 15 mins.
The maximum waiting time at the origin station, T , is 15 mins.
The journey time
J between a zone and a station is 5 mins.
The penalty for a journey between zone and station is ZS = 1.
The transfer limit for passengers tran is 1.
These parameters can be obtained by using the state preference method based on real data. 
Example 1, for Extension 1.
A passenger wants to travel from Guangzhou to Liuzhou, and the earliest departure time, DE , is 9:30. There are two possible paths, as shown in Tables  1 and 2, and their respective cost calculations are shown in  Tables 3 and 4. The quickest path is path 1 , which has a total weighted cost of 626.2 mins and a cheapest fare of 185.5 yuan. Thus, the upper boundary is Journal of Advanced Transportation The possible path 2 is found, because its arrival time at destination is within the upper boundary, if the condition for the fare (i.e., (18)) does not need to be satisfied. If the condition for the fare is used, the temporary cost is calculated along the path search (shown in Figure 5 ). When the path search arrives at Node 24, using path 2 , the temporary cost is 626.4 > 626.2 = , as shown in Figure 5 . The path search for this section stops at Node 24. This example shows that the searching time is reduced if the condition for the fare is applied.
Both the characters of paths and the perceptions of passengers determine the optimal path. Considering this network structure, path 1 has a shorter in-vehicle time and a cheaper fare, but the waiting time at the platform is much longer than the path 2 . The biggest advantage of path 2 is therefore the short waiting time at the platform. Hence, we will use the Monte Carlo method to test the sensitivity of W under this circumstance.
We assume that W follows a normal distribution with a mean of 1.8 and a standard deviation of 0.2. A statistical tool based on the real data collected by the state preference method is used to obtain this information. We randomly generated 100 numbers that follow the distribution of W in Excel. While retaining the other parameters, we put these 100 numbers into the model one by one as the value of W and then ran the model to find the optimal path. The test result is shown in Figure 6 . The path 1 has a higher possibility of being selected due to its shorter in-vehicle time and cheaper fare. However, we also found that when W is larger than about 1.9, the optimal path is path 2 rather than path 1 , so if a passenger really does not want to wait for a train, he or she is very likely to choose path 2 .
Example 2, for Extension 2.
A passenger wants to travel from Shenzhen to Changsha, and the earliest departure time, DE , is 9:30. Two possible trains are given in Tables 5 and 6 and illustrated in Figure 7 .
Based on Tong and Richardson's algorithm, a link from Node 17 to Node 15 should be created with two train numbers, that is, Line 1 and Line 2, with Line 1 used to travel from Shenzhenbei to Guangzhounan. Only the possible path 1 can be found, as shown in Tables 7 and 8 . However, based on the new concept of common lines, there should be two links, that is, one link associated with Line 1 and the other associated with Line 2. Another possible path, 2 , is found and is shown in Tables 9 and 10 . The weighted cost for 2 is smaller than that for 1 , so that the better path is 2 , which cannot be found by using Tong and Richardson's algorithm. In summary, this example shows that the first extension has a better solution than that provided by Tong and Richardson's algorithm. In the first run, the actual departure time is 9:00. The quickest path's weighted path cost is 585 mins, and the cheapest fare is 185.5 yuan. Thus, the upper boundary, ℎ , is 9:00 + 585 − ⌊ 185.5 0.625 ⌋ = 13:49. After the reversed quickest path search, a network including only accessible nodes can be built (as shown in Figure 8 ). One possible path is found in the optimal path search (shown in Tables 11 and 12 ). The present best weighted path cost is updated to 585 mins. As there is no waiting time at home, the present best total weighted cost is also 585 mins. In the second run, the actual departure time is 9:15. No path is found.
Example 3, for Extension
In the third run, the actual departure time is 9:30. The quickest path's weighted path cost is 564.2 mins, and the cheapest fare is 185.5 yuan. Clearly, 564.2 mins is less than the previous best weighted path cost (of 585 mins). Thus, the upper boundary, ℎ , is 9:30 + ⌈564.2⌉ − ⌊ 185.5 0.625 ⌋ = 13:59.
After the reversed quickest path search, a network having only accessible nodes can be built (as shown in Figure 9 ). One possible path is found in the optimal path search (as shown in Tables 13 and 14) . The new path cost (579.2 mins) is more than the previous best total weighted cost, so the present best weighted path cost is updated to 579.2 − 15 = 564.2 mins. In the fourth run, the actual departure time is 9:45. The quickest path's weighted path cost is 752 mins and the cheapest fare is 185.5 yuan. 752 mins is more than the previous best weighted path cost (564.2 mins). Thus, the upper boundary, ℎ , is 
After the reversed quickest path search, a network having only accessible nodes can be built (as shown in Figure 10 ). One possible path is found in the optimal path search (as shown in Tables 15 and 16 ). The new path cost (774.5 mins) is more than the previous best weighted path cost, so this path cannot be the optimal path. This result indicates that tightening the upper boundary saves computation time.
The optimal path for this example is the possible path in the third run. This optimal path cannot be found by using Tong and Richardson's algorithm, because its arrival time (13:50) is later than the upper boundary of the first run (13:49). 
Conclusions
This paper suggests three extensions for Tong and Richardson's algorithm. In the first, instead of only considering the time effect, the fare effect on choosing a path is included, so that the found path is more reasonable. In addition, a method for decreasing computation time is added. This method is demonstrated by using the cheapest fare and the temporary cost. In the second extension, the common lines problem in a schedule-based transit network is solved by redefining the common lines. The common lines should be those train lines that have the same platform sequences, transit times, and introduced into the algorithm to avoid overly long waiting times at the origin station. This extension can also help to include the congestion effect in travel between the origin and destination stations. Hence, the new algorithm can be used to find the optimal path in a more complicated transit system, such as a real railway network. The examples shown demonstrate that the extended algorithm can work better than Tong and Richardson's algorithm. However, more extensions can be done, such as including the stochastic effects on the arrival times of passengers or trains, considering the capacity of trains or the fare change. Future
Journal of Advanced Transportation 13 work will focus on these additional aspects. The uncertainty related to fares should be particularly considered, as the fare is an important factor in market competition, and rail companies are interested in how passengers change their behavior when the fare changes. Studies [19, 20] 
(A.1)
The result of this equation is valid because
It can be seen that Δ > 0. If a transfer happens after A, then an assumption can be made. Suppose that path 1 and path 2 have their first transfers at node C and they have another set of common lines after A. In that case, Path 1 : the departing time at A is 1 , and the arriving time at C is 3 ; Path 2 : the departing time at A is 2 , and the arriving time at C is 4 . If 1 < 2 , then 3 < 4 , because the transit time and stopping time at each intermediate platform from A to C are the same for path 1 and path 2 , according to the new concept of common lines. At C, Arc 3 is the first arc which departs at C later than 3 , and the departure time of Arc 3, 5 , is also assumed to be later than 4 . Thus, the total weighted cost difference between path 1 and path 2 is as follows:
According to the new concept of common lines,
Then, Δ = 0, for Con 1.
As for Con 2, the results from (A.3) and (A.4) indicate that
It is possible that 5 is smaller than 4 ; that is, path 2 needs to use the next arc, which departs at later than 4 . In that case, this path is called Arc 4, with its departure time at being 6 . Also, the total weighted cost difference between path 1 and path 2 is
Similarly,
It can be seen that Δ > 0. Thus, path 1 is either better than or the same as path 2 ; that is, using path 1 can ensure the best result. Therefore, based on the new concept of common lines, the optimal path via link uses the first arc of link having a departure time later than the arrival time. The destination :
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